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A mesmerizing, personal account of
inspiration, transformation, and a quest for
an authentic life
She has beautifully taken us through the
process of re-discovering life. ~John McLeod
Everyone can relate to this story and take
something positive away from it.
~Jodi Weibring
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Angela is what I call a Right Now Teacher.
She tells you exactly what you need to know right now.
Jamie Brightlynn

Angela Bushman, Author & Soul Coach
Sample Interview
Questions:

In what ways were you
influenced by spiritual
teachers during your
journey, and how has this
influence continued to
shape your work with
clients?

How old were you
when you realized you
were ready to make a
major change, and how
did this impact your
children?

What can you share
about the way your
personal path of
transformation has
affected your connections
within your community?

What do you believe is
the most useful tool for
someone experiencing an
awakening or rebirth?

What is your hope for
anyone who reads this
book? Why did you decide
to write about your
process?

How do you see your
work with others evolving
over time / what are the
different ways people work
with you?
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Author Angela Bushman Unveils New Book About Awakening
Honolulu, Hawaii – After a year in production, Angela Bushman of Oahu is now unveiling her highly
anticipated A Soul’s Journey Home: Returning to Love, which is the mesmerizing, personal account of
inspiration, transformation, and a quest for an authentic life.
According to colleague and friend Jamie Brightlynn, Bushman’s story is one that carries real impact. “I like
the way the story goes; it hits most people.”
“Angela was a typical, suburban housewife doing what was expected of her. Nothing was really wrong on
the surface, but there was something off. There was no crisis, and yet there was depression. This is a woman
who made a radical choice to transform something inside of her. She decided to follow her instincts and
choose real change, when everything on the outside looked good. That’s amazing.”
Bushman’s story is a simple one that stands out as a truthful gem. Married with children, she was positioned
with financial security, a beautiful home, and a successful role in her community, but inside she knew
something was amiss. One revelation led to another, and before she knew it, she was on a journey she could
never have imagined.
A Soul’s Journey Home is more than a personal rendition of a passage through divorce and awakening; it is
the riveting, universal story of a woman’s discovery. It is also a touching narrative about the way pain and
illumination of awakening can gradually transform the contemporary role of motherhood in miraculous,
unexpected ways.
At once deeply intimate and also refreshingly objective, the book takes the reader on a path that illustrates
the importance of strangers, the value of family, and the sacred remarkable influence of geography on one’s
inner life; the story is not to be missed.
Author Bio
In the midst of a vivid awakening that led to divorce, adventure and heartening new
friendships, Author Angela Bushman recognized her spiritual abilities for the first time in her
life and took radical leaps of faith to discover her inner gifts.
Now an Intuitive Empowerment Coach based in San Diego and Hawaii with clients all over
the world, Bushman works with individuals via phone, Skype, and in person consultations,
each of which is designed to activate one’s personal blueprint for transformation. Through
her love of inspiring and creating, she has had her own radio show, spoken at international
conventions, created her own empowerment course, painted energy shifting artwork, and
continues to write.
She travels regularly and has three beautiful children; she especially loves to dance.

You don’t need to come from any particular
spiritual background to understand this book.
You don’t even need to believe in anything
sacred. This book doesn’t speak to any
particular religion, culture, race, or gender.
I speak to you as an individual beyond the
confines of religious philosophy. We are all
human, and life’s journey, while unique to
each individual, is the same
on the grand scale.
Angela Bushman
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